Recently Discussed

- Presentations from our Face2Face meetings at EDUCAUSE:
  - Face2Face Fall 2015
  - Face2Face Spring 2015
  - Face2Face 2014

- Find links to slides from the conference calls on the 2015-2016 ITANA Program page.

- A draft of an encompassing Teaching and Learning Capability Map has come out of the Learning Working Group

- See what else ITANA members have recently discussed, and contribute your own links or files.

Wiki Pages

The complete set of wiki pages designated for the Library here are listed in alphabetical order below.

All such pages have the label "itana_library" (without the quotes) assigned to them (Note that if you do not assign this label when creating the page under Library, the page will likely be listed in the Library Archive).

- 6 Sigma in Higher Education
- Architecture on Your Campus
- Architecture Review Board Implementations
- Book Club
- Business Intelligence
- Case Studies
- Data Management
- Data Management Face2Face
- Data Management Survey DRAFT
- EA Best Practices
- EA Facets
- EA Pain Points
- EDUCAUSE 2007
- EDUCAUSE Presentation
- Enterprise Architecture as Strategy and SOA
- Enterprise Portals
- Enterprise Workflow
- Face2Face 2009 Survey
- Framework for Architecture Engagement Evaluation
- Future Activities
- ITIL Survey
- Mellon Foundation ESB Initiative
- New IT Skills
- Roadmaps resources

Search by Label

The full set of labels is shown in the indexed lists below as an aid to finding related documents in the library (or elsewhere on the ITANA wiki).

A-C

- acting_on
- agenda
- archimate
- box
- business
- business_intelligence
- call
- case_studies
- charter
- conference

D-E

- data
- data_management
- ea_maturity_review
- eamm_delivery
- eamm_engagement
- eamm_impact_assessment
- eamm_management
- eamm_scope_definition
- ea_practice
- ea_practice_profile
- enterprise_architecture

M-Q

- management
- meeting
- meeting-notes
- minutes
- organization
- organizational
- planning
- presentation
- problem_statement
- process
- product_of

W-Z

- web_presence
- workflow
- workshop

R-V

- roadmap
- screen2screen
- security
- selling_points
- soa
- starting
- strategy
- survey
- task-report
- tools
• Security Architecture
• Solution Architects and EA July 2013
• Surveys of key enterprise IT capabilities
• Tools - reviews and comments
• Tools of the trade
• ValueChain and Pillars